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Learning Goals and Objectives
Learning Goal. To understand the value of having a growth mindset both 
for yourself and for your students.

Learning Objectives. 
By the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
● Define “growth mindset” and “fixed mindset.” 
● Explain how students with a fixed vs growth mindsets view effort, 

attribute failure, and strategies, and how these can contribute to 
differences in their behavior.

● Describe why having a growth mindset matters.
● Develop strategies you can use in the classroom to help your 

students to develop a growth mindset.



Mindsets about Intelligence

fixed growth

Human traits are malleable, they 
can be shaped and developed

Human traits are fixed

Growth mindset about intelligence: 
Intelligence can be developed through 
personal effort, good learning 
strategies, and lots of mentoring, 
support, and feedback from others.

Fixed mindset about intelligence:
You have a certain amount of 
intellectual ability and can’t do 
anything to change it



Carol Dweck, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology (Stanford)

What is mindset?

Image: Stanford 

(2006)

Dweck, Carol S. Mindset: the New Psychology of Success. Ballantine Books trade pbk. ed. New York: Ballantine Books, 2016. 

https://search.library.brandeis.edu/permalink/01BRAND_INST/nmaao4/alma9923748793401921


Effort is seen as an important 
component of learning

Performance goal orientation (picks 
challenges they know they can meet, uses 
them to prove yourself to others)

Attributes failure to lacking ability or 
blames others or the circumstances

Increases effort, tries new things, asks for 
help from others

Persistence, overcomes initial challenges, 
finds ways around it

Avoids feedback, acts defensively 

Mastery goal orientation (picks 
increasingly more difficult 
challenges)

Attributes failure to not having put in enough 
effort or preparation, or having used 
ineffective strategies

Loses interest and withdraws in response to 
challenges, self-sabotage 

Effort is seen as sign of weakness

Seeks out feedback

“Learned helplessness” or tries to 
persevere with the same (ineffective) 
study strategy

Views on effort 

Goal orientation

Attribution of 
failure

Strategies

Feedback

Results

For each of the six categories below, both a growth mindset and a fixed 
mindset characteristic are provided. Decide which characteristic is growth 
mindset oriented for each of the six categories and box it:
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“Do people with [growth] mindset believe that anyone can be 

anything, that anyone with proper motivation or education can 

become Einstein or Beethoven?

No, but they believe that a person’s true potential is unknown 

(and unknowable); that it’s impossible to foresee what can be 

accomplished with years of passion, toil, and training.”

-Carol Dweck



Why does having a growth mindset matter?



Why mindsets matter
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FAILURE MEANS:
I didn’t work hard 

enough; mastery is a 
process.

FAILURE MEANS:
I’m not smart enough 
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this.
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• University-wide survey (Indiana?)

• 150 STEM faculty surveyed (out of 
468 responded)

• 7 semesters

• 634 courses

• 15,466 students

• Faculty asked (1- strongly agree; 6- strongly disagree):

• “To be honest, students have a certain amount of intelligence, and they really can’t do 
much to change it.”

• “Your intelligence is something about you that you can’t change very much.”

2.90

2.71

Δ = 0.19

3.06

2.96
Δ = 0.10

Canning et al. “STEM faculty who believe ability is fixed have larger racial achievement gaps and inspire less student motivation in their classes.” Sci Adv. 20194.

Fig. 1 Faculty mindset beliefs predict the racial achievement gap in STEM courses.
Predicted values are computed from the interaction between faculty mindset beliefs (fixed = −1 SD, growth = 
+1 SD) and students’ URM (Black, Hispanic, Native American) status. Error bars represent ±1 SE.

How do you think the Growth mindset 
teachers speak or behave differently in 
their class than their Fixed colleagues?

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aau4734


Which of these quotes do you think was said by a Growth 
mindset prof? Which of these were said by a Fixed mindset 
prof?



Why do faculty with fixed mindsets have worse learning 
outcomes?

Student evals:

Canning et al. “STEM faculty who believe ability is fixed have larger racial achievement gaps and inspire less student motivation in their classes.” Sci Adv. 20194.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aau4734


Answer to yourself on a 7-pt scale:

1= strongly disagree that innate, unteachable talent is the most important 
factor

7= strongly agree that innate, unteachable talent is the most important factor

Question:

In general, do people in [your discipline] believe that the raw, innate talent is 
the most important factor for success in your discipline, and motivation and 
sustained effort are secondary.

(Leslie SJ, et al. “Expectations of brilliance underlie gender distributions across academic disciplines.” Science. 2015 Jan 16; 347(6219): 262-5.)

https://www.princeton.edu/leslie/expectations%20of%20brilliance.pdf


STEM

SocSci/Hum

How does your field see brilliance?

Expectations of brilliance underlie gender distributions across 
academic disciplines 

Leslie, S.J., et al. (2015). Expectations of Brilliance Underlie Gender Distributions Across Academic Disciplines. Science.

n= 1820 survey respondents 
(faculty, post-docs, grad students) 

% of U.S. Ph.D.’s who are female
(2011) 

https://www.princeton.edu/leslie/expectations%20of%20brilliance.pdf
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n= 1820 
% of U.S. Ph.D.’s who are
African American (2011)

most imp. factor

(fixed)
not the most imp. factor 

(growth)

Expectations of brilliance underlie gender distributions across 
academic disciplines 

How does your field see brilliance?

Leslie, S.J., et al. (2015). Expectations of Brilliance Underlie Gender Distributions Across Academic Disciplines. Science.

https://www.princeton.edu/leslie/expectations%20of%20brilliance.pdf


Growth Mindset Intervention

Aronson, Joshua, Carrie B. Fried, and Catherine Good. “Reducing the Effects of Stereotype Threat on African American College Students by Shaping Theories of 
Intelligence.” Journal of experimental social psychology 38.2 (2002): 113–125.

Control

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S002210310191491X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S002210310191491X


Growth Mindset Intervention

Control
Growth mindset intervention

Growth mindset intervention:
● College students were pen pal 

mentors to a struggling middle 
school student

● GM college students were 
asked to help the middle 
school student see 
intelligence as a capacity that 
can grow “like a muscle”.

Aronson, Joshua, Carrie B. Fried, and Catherine Good. “Reducing the Effects of Stereotype Threat on African American College Students by Shaping Theories of 
Intelligence.” Journal of experimental social psychology 38.2 (2002): 113–125.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S002210310191491X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S002210310191491X


Growth vs Fixed Mindsets in Chemistry Class

Wash U., St. Louis.

Three-part online intervention:
1. Students read a short article on growth mindset 

as part of a hw assignment early in the 
semester.

2. Students were asked to reflect about how 
having a growth mindset will help them 
prepare for their second midterm.

3. Students were asked to reflect about how 
having a growth mindset will help them 
prepare for their final exam.

Fink, Angela et al. “Improving General Chemistry Performance through a Growth Mindset Intervention: Selective Effects on Underrepresented Minorities.” Chemistry 
Education Research and Practice 19.3 (2018): 783–86.

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2018/rp/c7rp00244k/unauth
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2018/rp/c7rp00244k/unauth
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Sisk, Victoria F. et al. “To What Extent and Under Which Circumstances Are Growth 
Mind-Sets Important to Academic Achievement? Two Meta-Analyses.” Psychological 
science 29.4 (2018): 549–571.

● 300+ studies
● Heterogeneous effects
● Overall positive significant 

impact

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797617739704
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797617739704
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797617739704
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Motivating questions for Yeager et al., 2019
● Where does this heterogeneity come from?

○ Who benefits most from growth mindset trainings?
○ What conditions most effectively support the adoption of a growth mindset?

● → Random sample of regular US public high schools makes findings generalizable to 
US population of regular public high schools

● Regular US public high schools
○ Which kinds of students…
○ Which kinds of classrooms…
○ Which kinds of schools…
○ …benefit most from an online growth mindset training 

Yeager DS, et al. “A national experiment reveals where a growth mindset improves achievement.” Nature. 2019 Sep;573(7774):364-369.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1466-y


“PERTS”: Project for Education Research that Scales
A growth mindset intervention that can be delivered at scale (no 
instructor training/variability)

Yeager DS, et al. “A national experiment reveals where a growth mindset improves achievement.” Nature. 2019 Sep;573(7774):364-369.

65 schools
+12,000 students:

Geographic, demographic,
school performance 

representation

25 min 25 min Challenge
-seeking
behavior

-Hired two independent data collection companies 
to recruit schools and collect the data
-Pre-registered analysis
-Blinded Bayesian analysis (machine learning) 
corroboration

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1466-y


Yeager DS, et al. “A national experiment reveals where a growth mindset improves achievement.” Nature. 2019 Sep;573(7774):364-369.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1466-y


Study overview

• 9th graders (transitionary period, maximal impact)

• Hypothesis: lower-achieving students will benefit the most from 
growth mindset interventions

• A growth mindset is most relevant for students who are 
confronting challenges

• Impact can be measured in terms of grades (GPA)
• “Core GPA” = math, science, English, and social studies



Revised intervention framing
1. Strategies, not just “hard work”: Hard word was previously defined as the opposite of “raw ability”

• But, working harder without effective learning strategies doesn’t improve learning

• Ex: “Sometimes people want to learn something challenging, and they try hard. But they get stuck. That’s when 
they need to try new strategies– new ways to approach the problem.”

2. Support communal, interdependent values

• “You can grow your intelligence” may have emphasized independence too much

• Goal: to remove stigma around asking for help

• Ex: “People tell us that they are excited to learn about a growth mindset because it helps them achieve the goals 
that matter to them and to people they care about. They use the mindset to learn in school so they can give 
back to the community and make a difference in the world later.”

3. Aligning peer norms

• Ex: “People everywhere are working to become smarter. They are starting to understand that struggling and 
learning are what put them on a path to where they want to go.”

4. Leverage adolescent resistance, growth mindset as a response to adult control

• Include this quote from an upper-class student: “I hate how people put you in a box and say ‘you’re smart at 
this’ or ‘not smart at that.’ After this program, I realized the truth about labels: they’re made up… Now I do not 
let other people box me in… It’s up to me to put in the work to strengthen my brain.”

(Yeager et al., 2016)



Revised intervention framing: “Indirect” rather than 
“Direct” Framing 

• Direct (“this will help you.”)
• “Why does getting smarter matter? Because when people get smarter, they 

become more capable of doing the things they care about. Not only can they 
earn higher grades and get better jobs, they can have a bigger impact on the 
world and on the people they care about. In this program, you’ll learn what 
science says about the brain and about making it smarter.”

• Indirect (“this will help others.”)
• “Students do a great job explaining ideas to their peers because they see the 

world in similar ways. On the following pages, you will read some scientific 
findings about the human brain. We would like your help to explain this 
information in more personal ways that students will be able to understand. 
We’ll use what we learn to help us improve the way we talk about these ideas 
with students in the future.”

(Yeager et al., 2016)



Revised intervention (Yeager et al., 2016)
Original intervention: 3-part structure

1. Read “You Can Grow Your Intelligence” (4 pgs.)

• Your brain can get smarter the more it is challenged, like a muscle, because of phenomena 
like neuroplasticity.

2. Describe a personal experience of learning something

3. Write a letter to a future student who is struggling and may feel “dumb.” (“Saying is believing” 
exercise)



https://www.perts.net/orientation/hg

https://www.perts.net/orientation/cg

and https://mindsetscholarsnetwork.org/

https://www.perts.net/orientation/hg
https://www.perts.net/orientation/cg
https://mindsetscholarsnetwork.org/


• Two 25-min online sessions, about 3 weeks apart

• Session 1 (25 Minutes):

1. Students a quick survey assessing their mindsets and related attitudes and about 
their school environment.

2. Students complete the first part of the interactive growth mindset activity about 
neural plasticity, strategies for growing their intelligence, and stories from other 
students.

3. Students then complete writing exercises where they are asked to help us explain 
the concept to other students
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Not just about working hard (a common 
oversimplification)
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Session 2 (25 min): Reinforce and Extend
• Reminder of lessons from 

Session 2

• Community values- 
motivate changing their 
mindset

• Read responses from 
other students



Synthesize it into a Plan

• Students asked to 
synthesize ideas 
and apply them to 
their own life



Overall results

• The GM intervention decreased fixed-mindedness in students 
overall and lower-achieving students

Yeager DS, et al. Nature. 2019
• Lower-achieving students had the biggest impact in their grades



Further breakdown:

• CATE: “Conditional Average Treatment Effect” for grades

Challenge 
seeking

Challenge 
avoiding

Yeager DS, et al. Nature. 2019

“Make-a-math” worksheet:

Students chose from math 
problems that were described 
either as challenging and 
offering the chance to learn a lot 
or as easy and not leading to 
much learning.

→ How can we help our students cultivate supportive, challenge-seeking norms?



Per school, GM effect is almost always positive



How can we help our students develop a 
growth mindset?



Design strategies that promote a growth mindset in 
your students
1. Destigmatize mistakes and challenges

2. Optimize feedback giving (you) and receiving (your students)

3. Challenge the notion that learning does not require struggle.

4. Communicate that abilities can grow.

Work with your neighbors for 5-7 min:

• Discuss how the provided strategies for your assigned category promotes students’ growth 
mindset.

• Come up with specific strategies for your category to encourage a growth mindset in your 
students. 

• Be prepared to share out to the group. (Person whose last name is earliest in the alphabet.) 



1. Destigmatize mistakes & challenges

Using examples of others who have struggled



https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1Z9a0Pdxa4vF3O9_HofRBw

1. Destigmatize mistakes & challenges

Using examples of others who have struggled



Cathy Drennan’s TA Training Bootcamp

http://drennan.mit.edu/education/education-interests/tea
cher-and-mentor-training/

2. Optimize feedback giving (you) & receiving (your 
students)



Gregory Walton

Yeager, Purdie-Vaughns, et al. (2014)

Wise criticism
high standards + suggestions for improvement

2. Optimize feedback giving (you) & receiving (your 
students)



Assurance and Wise Feedback

49

Convey respect for students as individuals, rather than judging 
them in light of a negative stereotype. Use feedback primarily as 
a mechanism to help students improve.

Give “wise” feedback to encourage students:

● Feedback reflects teachers’ high standards

● Feedback confirms the belief that the student can achieve 
those high standards

● Feedback provides concrete guidance for student 
improvement

Yeager et al. (2014). Journal of Experimental Psychology, 143, 804.



Teach students how to handle & learn from feedback

2. Optimize feedback giving (you) & receiving (your 
students)

A. Dismantle distortions:

contain the story

What is this about? What isn’t this about?

Whether I might have the qualifications the internship 
program/fellowship is looking for.

Whether I might not get to work in this company or a good company in 
the future.

● change your vantage point: 
○ imagine you’re an observer/friend
○ look back from the future 

B. When critical feedback is provided —> lean into taking a coaching approach



3. Challenge the notion that learning does not require struggle.

management
practice

negotiation skills

Deslauriers L, McCarty L, et al. PNAS 2019;116:39:19251-19257

“Illusion of Knowing”



“Desirable difficulties”

Retrieval practice:

• encouraging students to test themselves rather than review problems/content while 
studying

• implementing weekly classroom quizzes

Space & interleave practice:

• interleaving problem types rather than practicing solving same type of problems

3. Challenge the notion that learning does not require struggle.



4. Communicate that abilities can grow.

management
practice

Teaching students about neuroplasticity 

What are other ways to communicate that abilities can grow and expand 
provided the right experiences?



negotiation 
skills

Expertise is 
an iceberg

Expertise

Explain how expertise is acquired 

4. Communicate that abilities can grow.



negotiation 
skills

Deliberate practice: activity that one engages in with the purpose of 

improving performance.

4. Communicate that abilities can grow.

Explain how expertise is acquired 



Mastery

what people think it 
looks like 

what it actually 
looks like

Image from Daniel Gibson



• Normalizing struggle 
and challenges

• Motivate students to 
support one another

• Set high expectations



Strategies to promote a growth mindset in your 
students
1. Destigmatize mistakes and challenges

2. Optimize feedback giving (you) and receiving (your students)

3. Challenge the notion that learning does not require struggle.

4. Communicate that abilities can grow.

5. Continue on your own mindset journey



Resources
● Mindset Scholars Network: http://mindsetscholarsnetwork.org/
● Project for Education Research That Scales: https://www.perts.net/
● Quick intro: Carol Dweck’s TED talk
● More in-depth resources:

http://mindsetscholarsnetwork.org/
https://www.perts.net/


Guiding principles we can use
1. Offer Process praise instead of person praise

• Process praise emphasizes student effort and strategy use 🡪 student resilience

• Person praise ties their performance to their sense of self-worth 🡪 making a mistake implies they are not 
smart

2. Skill- Teach strategies for successfully taking on challenging tasks that extend the frontiers of students’ current 
ability.

3. Resilience- Create a culture of high expectations and safety that enables students to be resilient academic risk takers.

• Convey confidence that your students can meet high expectations, and help them not get too down when 
they are challenged.

• Making challenging oneself the norm.

• Teach students to support each other.

4. Assessment- Teach students the real value of assessments and how they can be used for improvement.

•  teach students how to use tests to identify areas for growth and learn from mistakes

• Help students use homework and tests to identify where they are in their learning, and where they need to 
be.

• Encourage revisions so they can develop mastery



Thank you!
Stay in touch and let us know how we can help!

● Farber 2
● ctl@brandeis.edu
● msamuels@brandeis.edu
● CTL Events page
● Keep an eye out for our CTL Newsletter!

mailto:ctl@brandeis.edu
mailto:msamuels@brandeis.edu
https://www.brandeis.edu/teaching/events/index.html


Opening reflection activity
Think about something in your academic past that you think measured you. For example:
● a test score

● not getting an internship

● a meeting where you research work was ripped to shreds

● a disparaging comment from a professor/advisor

1. Write down (on one side of index card):

the scenario in question and how it made you feel about your own abilities.
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● a test score

● not getting an internship

● a meeting where you research work was ripped to shreds

● a disparaging comment from a professor/advisor

1. Write down (on one side of index card):

the scenario in question and how it made you feel about your own abilities.

2. Re-examine your experience of failure. Answer (on the other side of index card):

What can I learn from that experience? How can I use it as a basis for growth? 


